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Abstract

A router-based packet-filtering firewdl is an effective way
of protecting a enterprise network from unauthorized ac-
CWSM. However, it will not work efficiently in an ATM net-
work because it requires the termination of end-t~end ATM
connections at a packet-filtering router, which incurs huge
overhead of SAR (Segmentation and Reassembly). Very few
approaches to this problem have been proposed in the lit-
erature, and none of these approach= is completely satis-
factory. In this paper, we prment the hardware design of a
high-speed ATLI fiewdl that does not require the termina-
tion of an end-t~end connection in the midde. Compared
with the tradition firewdls, this ATM firewdl performs ex-
actly the same packet-level filtering without compromising
the performance and has the same “look and feel” by sitting
at the chokepoint between the trusted ATM LAN and un-
trusted AThi WAN. It is dso easy to manage and flexible
to use.

1 Motivation and Previous Works

1.1 Motivation for ATM Rrewalls

ATkl is a promising cutting-edge technology aiming at in-
tegrating data, voice and video services in the same un-
derlying communication infrastructure. It is expected that
legacy TCP/IP data traffic will be carried over ATM net-
works thanks to the popularity of TCP/IP based Internet
applications. Therefore, ATM networks are subject to dl
security problems that exist in router-based TCP/IP net-
works. As a packet filtering fiewdl is a very effective way of
preventing a TCP/IP network from unauthorized accesses,
it is desirable to apply it to ATM networks. Unfortunately,
a tradition router-based firewdl will not be able to deliver
the filtering throughput that is comparable to even low-end
ATkf rate of OG3C (155 Mbps) due to two factors. First,
a packet-filtering router needs to terminate the end-t~end
ATLI connections in the middle in order to retract 1P pack-
ets for inspection. This involvw SAR (Segmentation and
Reassembly), which incurs a huge overhead. Second, the fil-
tering bandwidth of a traditional firewall is generally below
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100 Mbps, which is far less than the typical ATM rate of
0G3c and OC-12C (622 Mbps).

ATM Forum favors the avoidance of packet fltering by
merting discretions at the connection atabbshment time.
Based on this principle, two rdternative access control schema
have been proposed. Smith [16] propos~ that access control
decisions be made at connection establishment time based
on the higher layer information (e.g., source and destina-
tion 1P address=, ports, etc.) that is contained in the ATM
signaling message as information elements. After the con-
nection is estabhshed, the access control device “gets out
of the way”. Obviously, this is unacceptable because an in-
truder can always lie about the service he wants to access
at the connection estabfishment time, and there is no way
to check the contents of a connection once the connection is
estab~shed. Pierson [14] tries to k this problem by propos-
ing that “a new SVC (Switched Vitud Connection) is re-
quested when each new service is started”. However, this
requires the ATM layer be notified whenever a new socket
is opened, which entails considerable change to the whole
TCP/IP stack and tisting apphcations [7]. Even worse,
this requires a new SVC for each transport layer flow, which
leads to the problem of VC ezplosion. Therefore, replacing
the packet level filtering with call screening will not solve
the problem of access control in an ATM network.

Arguably, another alternative is to apply cryptographic
measura end-t~end so that packet filtering in the mid-
dle can be avoided [17]. A centralized encrypting gateway,
called encypting ATM fiTewall in the literature, is employed
between a trusted ATM LAN and untrusted WAN to per-
form encryption operation on behalf of all protected hosts
[15]. However, authentication and encryption do not aut~
maticdly ensure proper access control. Even when a con-
nection is authenticated, we may still want to look into its
contents if the parties involved do not trust each other com-
pletely. Moreover, many connections need to be estab~shed
between parties who do not trust each other at dl, e.g.,
between an Internet surfer and an HTTP server of a com-
pany. In such cases, an encrypting firewdl dom not solve
the problem of accws control.

Therefore, packet-level filtering is an indispensable access
control scheme in an ATM network. As traditional fiewd]s
can no longer perform the packet level filtering in an ATM
network, a new ATM fiewall architecture is called for.

1.2 Existing Approaches

At the time of writing, only one design of packet filtering
ATM fiewdl is available, which is StorageTek’s ATLAS



product [6]. ATLAS is a line filter that scans an ATM
physical link to perform the packet-level filtering at the
rate of OC-3C (155 Mbps). StorageTek claimed that next-
generation ATLAS is going to support the faltering rate of
OC-12c (622 Mbps) in the near future. Two performmce
boosting strategies are used in ATLAS, which correspond
to the two factors that render traditional firewdls unsuit-
able for an AThf environment. First, to avoid SAR, for
each packet it only checks the first cell, which contains the
1P header, protocol, TCP/UDP ports, and TCP flags (if ap-
plicable), to determine whether or not the packet is “safe”.
If the packet is considered safe, dl following cells that be
long to it are passed or otherwise dropped. Second, they use
a policy cacke architecture [11] to dramatically speed up the
process of deciding whether or not a packet header is safe.
The core unit of this architecture is a cache block called pol-
icy c4che. Each entry of the policy cache is a combination of
VPI/VCI, source and dwtination 1P addressw, and source
and dmtination TCP/UDP ports that is considered “safe”.
When the first cell of a packet arriv~, it is compared with
each entry in the pohcy cache. H cache hit occurs, cells of
the packet are forwarded. Otherwise, the first cell will go
through a software screening process and other cells will be
btiered in a queue. If the cell is found unsafe, the whole
packet is dropped. Otherwise, the packet is allowed to p~s
and an entry that contains the header pattern of the packet
is now added to the policy cache. The poficy cache is imple
mented using CALI (Content Addressable Memory), which
enablw simultaneous searchw of dl memory locations to
find a match with the pattern being searched for. There
fore, ATLAS can decide whether a packet header hits the
policy cache very quickly.

However, ATLAS product dom have its limitations and
drawbacks. First, it dom not accept 1P packets with 1P
option fields because 1P option can be as large as 40 bytes
and may “push” the TCP header to the second cell. This
may become a severe limitation in the future internetwork-
ing environments where certain 1P options Hke AH (Au-
thentication Header) [9] are used frequently. Second, it is
not friendly to those who have to manage and administer it.
Whenever a new PVC (Permanent Vlrtud Connection) or
SVC is established, TCP/IP rules for that VC will have to
be manudy configured. This is acceptable in an environ-
ment where the number of connections is small and most
of them are PVC. However, in the future ATM networks,
a large number of SVCS will be wt ablished on-thefly in a
short period of time. Therefore, it is impossible for network
manager to manually configure TCP/IP rulw for each of
them on demand.

1.3 Our ATM Firewall

We designed a high-performance switch-based ATM firewdl
architecture. It implements our novel firewdl design concept
called Firewalling Qu41ity of Senice (FQoS), which employs
security measur= of dfierent strength on traffic associated
with different risk levels in order to atileve a nice tradeoff
between performance and security. In terms of performance,
it achieves a higher throughput and lower latency than AT-
LAS. In the next section, we prment the dwign philosophy
and logical structure of the proposed ATM firewdl architec-
ture. Section 3, 4, 5 praent its physical design. Section 6
concludm the paper.

2 Philosophy and Logical Design of Our ATM Firewall

2.1 Firewalling Quality of Semite (FQoS)

We observe that in an ATM network, 1P trtic inside dif-
ferent connections is associated with different risk levels de-
termined by identities of source and d=tination parties and
Internet servicw requested/rendered. B~ed on this obser-
vation, we propose the concept of Firewalhng Quality of
Service (FQoS). Informally speaking, better FQoS will be
applied to connections which are more ‘(dangerous”, typ-
ically at the cost of a longer processing time per packet.
Four FQoS class= are defined, namely, clas A, B, C and
D, which are ordered from the “safwt” to “the most d~-
gerous”. Cl~s A connections me exempt born any kind of
inspections as they are considered absolutely safe. Class
C connections are those that can be secured by packet-
level filteringl. The risk level of class B connections is be-
tween those of class A and C. They are secured by a scheme
called trafic monitom.ng. This scheme is slightly different
than packet filterin~ packet filtering determinw whether
the packet is safe before forwarding it while the trfic mon-
itoring reverses this order. We show in Section 2.2.4 that
it incurs much less latency than packet filten.ng and is d-
almostas safe. Trtic inside class D connections is danger-
ous and will involve compl~~ protocols that are hard to be
secured merely through packet-level filtering. They are se-
cured through proxying, a scheme used in traditional fire-
wdls to secure complex protocols such as TALK [2].

ThIS cl~sification of FQoS is not ad ho% instead, it cor-
responds naturally to different types of data trfic in future
networking environments. A class A connection typically
involves a forei~ party that is trusted and authenticated,
e.g., a host at another site of the same company. A CINS
B connection typically involves an authenticated cooperat-
ing party that can be held responsible if he intentionally
violates the security policy, e.g., a host that belongs to a
businws partner. In such a case, monitoring and respond-
ing promptly is enough to track down the bad guy and guard
against further attacks. A class C or D connection typically
involves a foreign party that is untrusted, e.g., an arbitrary
Internet surfer.

The motivation to classify trtic into different FQoS
classes is to optimize the effort to make connections se-
cure. Safer connections are screened using faster but less
aggressive chetilng methods while less safe connections are
screened using more aggressive but more timeconsuming
checking methods. There are two challenges in implement-
ing the concept of FQoS. The first is to design fiewdling
schemw to secure each FQoS class (except class A) eff-
iciently while satisfying the security level required by that
class. The other chtilenge is to design an architecture that
integrates dl three firewdling schemw. How we addrws
both challenges in our ATM fiewall is shown in the iollow-
ing section.

2.2 Logical Design of Our ATM firewall

2.2.1 General Scenario

Fig. 1 depicts the logical dwign of our ATM fiewall. It con-
sists of five secun.ty semices that have interactions among
them. Let us briefly explain its overall operation from the
perspective of the life cvcle of a connection. When au ATM
signaling message requkting a new SVC arrives at the fire-
wdl, the call screening semice decides whether it. is safe

lThis includes stateful fiItering aS used in FTP.
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Figure 1: Logical Design of Our ATM Firewdl

to establish the connection by chetilng the identity (e.g.,
AThl address) and authentication information contained in
the signaling message against the security policy governing
cdl admission. If the connection is allowed to be wtabfished,
the call screening semice assigns a FQoS to the connection
based on the security policy. If the FQoS of the connec-
tion is class A, its contents will be exempt from packet-level
inspection. Otherwise, depending upon whether its FQoS
cla~s is B, C, or D, the connection will be screened by trafic
moniton’ng semice, packet filteting semice, and proxy ser-
vice, rwpectively. Cdl screening service will *O provide
the necessary information (e.g., packet fltering rulw) to the
security service which corresponds to the FQoS of the con-
nection. \Vhile the traffic inside the connection is screened,
its profile information (e.g., amount of trfic within a cer-
tain time interd) and padets that violate the security pol-
icy will be recorded and sent to fiTewall management semice,
which controls and coordinates other security servicw. The
details of these security services are pr~ented in the follow-
ing sections.

2.2.2 Call Screening Semite

Cdl screening service inspects whether two communicat-
ing parties are allowed to wtabhsh a connection. ThIS is
checked when a signaling message arrives at the firewdl. A
signaling mmsage contains fields about source and destina-
tion identity, higher layer information such ~ the port(s) to
be accwsed, aud/or a digitd signature that authenticates
the origin of the m=age. The identity of an endpoint is
typically its ATM address, however, it can also be the name
of the end user. The fiewdl keeps a set of cdl screening
rul~, each of which includes but is not limited to following
five fields:

1. Source Identity

2. Destination identity

3. Authentication information (e.g., a digitd signature)

4. FQoS of the new connection to be established

5. Information needed for packet-level inspection

lVhen a signaling message arrivw at the ATM firewdl,
cdl screening service comparw source and destination iden-
tities in the message with the fist and second fields of cdl

screening rules for a match. If no match is found, the sig-
naling m~sage is blocked and access denied. The number
of such rules may be large; however, the search can be per-
formed fast using hashing technique. The source ATM ad-
dress of the Class A and B connections needs to be authenti-
cateed by cdl screening service using cryptographic measurti
as discussed in [17] as its spoofing may allow dangerous traf-
fic flow through the firewdl without checking. The third
field contains information for authenticating the source end
point such = a digitd signature. The sign~lng mmsage is
blocked if the authentication fails. If the connection is d-
Iowed to be established, the fourth field denotes the FQoS
of the new connection.

If the FQoS class of the connection is C, its contents are
subject to packet-level fltering. In an ATM fiewdl, fltering
rulw for various connections are different and are generated
on-the-fly as follows. Fnst, the ATM fiewdl can determine
source and destination 1P addresses/pre&es either from the
higher layer IEs (information elements) contained in the au-
thenticated signfllng message or from the source and des-
tination ATM addr=sw by querying a preconfigured ATM
address to 1P addr*/pre& mapping table. Then, born
the ~th field of the security rule the ATM fiewdl deter-
minm the source and the dwtination TCP ports. Flndly,
thwe two piec~ of information are glued to generate a set of
filtering rules. For example, if the source is a router for sub-
net 164.107.*.*, and the destination is a router for subnet
192.41.245.*, and the destination subnet only allows HTTP
(port 80) and TELNET (23) from the source subnet, then
the TCP/IP filtering rul~ are:

Src 1P Dest 1P SP DP Action
164.107. * . * 192.41. 245. * >1023 80 Allow
164.107. * . * 192.41. 245. * >1023 23 Allow
(All other packets are blocked)

The fltering rules to secure the return trtic are gen-
erated in the same fashion. Such automatic configuration
of TCP/IP fltering rules is vital in future ATM environ-
ments where a large number of connections will be wt ab-
Eshed within a short period of time. It has three major
advantages:

. It is effective against the spoofing of source 1P ad-
dresses. Since only those 1P addressa/prefies that
might be associated with the source ATM endpoint
will be honored, packets that do not match these 1P
address~/prefies will be dropped.

. Network managers need not worry about setting up
rules for each SVC when it is estabhshed. They just
need to configure TCP/IP rula and cryptographic in-
formation for trusted outsiders.

. The number of TCP/IP rul= that needs to be checked
in each connection is much less than needed in tradi-
tion fietils because the possible source and desti-
nation 1P addresses/pre&w of packets in this connec-
tion are limited to a smtil set in an ATM connection.

Similarly, if the FQoS CIWS of a connection is B, the
cdl screening service generat= the trfic monitoring rules,
which have the same format as packet filtering rules, for
trtic monitoring service. If a connection is of class D, the
shth field in the signaling message specifies the options for
the protocol proved on that connection. For example, if
the protocol to be prox~ed on that connection is FTP, one
such option is to grmt the source the privileges of “put” and
“input”, but not “get” and “mget”.
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2.2.3 Packet Filtering Service

Packet filtering service inspects the header of 1P packets
to block “unsafe” packets ~vhile rdlowing the “safe” packets
to pass. TR~o performance boosting schemw invented by
ATLAS, namely, filtering only on the fist cell and hard~vare
caching of the security policy (see Section 1.2), are used in
our ATLI fiewdl. If a packet is fragmented, only the first
packet is filtered2. In addition, ~veintroduce a ne~vscheme,
called “Lwt Cell Hostage” (LCH), iuto our ATM fire~vallto
further reduce the latency incurred by packet filtering.

In ATLAS, if the fist cell misses the policy cache, the
~vhole packet has to be blocked to \vait for a slow software
inspection procws to finish. In contr~t, \vith our LCH
scheme, dl cells of a packet except the last one is dlo~ved to
pass even if a cache miss occurs. Only the last cell is kept
~$ “hostage” before this process is finished. The last cell is
p&~sed/dropped if the inspection finds out that the packet
is safe/unsafe. When the last cell is dropped, it will be sub-
stituted ~vith a pseudo last cell ~vhose payload is generated
randomly so that CRC failure of the ~vhole packet at the
receiver is guaranteed. This prevents the drop of one packet
from affecting the following packet, which till otherwise be
m~sed w’ith the previous packet and cause corruption. The
introduction of LCH hm two advantages:

. Even w’hen a packet header misses the policy cache, if
the packet is reasonably long, the sotiare-b~ed flter-
ing process can be fiished when the last cell arrivm.
This means that no delay is incurred even when a cache
miss occurs. Let us explain this by an example. A r~
cent survey on the packet size in WAN sho~vsthat the
average packet size is around 348 [13], which till oc-
cupy 8 cells if AAL5 is used [5]. If we ~sume that cells
belonging to different packets interleave, in a T3 rate
(45 hlbps) connection on a 0G3c fine, the average
lapse behveen arrival time of the fist cell and the last
cell of an average-sized packet till be 22 cell time. On
the other hand, today’s sofivare-based firewdl tech-
nology can perform a header checking tith 6 cell times
(50,000 packets/second). In this case, there is a 99.8%
chance (assuming ~\Tonentiti distribution for inter-
arri~d time betieen any two consecutive cells) that
the inspection finishm even before the last cell of the
packet.arriv~. In addition, the size of a packet is going
to increase due to improvement of WAN technology to
accommodatee large-size packet ~vithout fragment ation,
which makes this scheme more attractive.

● LCH dlo~vs us to proc~s 1P packets \vith 1P option
fields efficiently. The technical challenge in filtering
1P packets with 1P option is that the decision may
not be made until the second cell arrives. ATLAS
does not process such packets because it would have
to consider each of such a packet as missing the policy
cache. When the percentage of such packets is high,
the procwsing overhead ~vould be unbearable in AT-
L.4S. Ho\vever, with LCH, only the fist cell is kept
m the state information, and the soft~vare-based filter-
ing process is postponed until the second cell arrivw.
Since all of the cells except the last one can still be
passed Tvithout delay, the 1P packets \vith 1P option
can be processed as fast as those \vithout.

2 Tmy fragment attack can be prevented by checking packet
length, and overlapping fragment attack can be prevented by
checking fragment offset [19]. Both are triviaIly implementable in
hard~~,are.

Even though the LCH scheme only blocks the last cell of
a packet while unconditionally alloting other cells to pass, it
is still a safe approach. If an attacker sends a “bad” packet
to an internal host, since its last cell till be “corrupted”,
the packet ~vill be discarded by the receiver.

Currently, 16-byt&long IPv6 is not supported in ATLAS
because the ~vidth of CAM is limited to 128 bits long due
to technology and marketability concerns. Our AThI fie-
\vdl can support IPv6 by hashing a 32-byte-long source and
destination IPv6 address pair into a S-byt-long hash value
to be stored into the policy cache. When the first cell of an
IPv6 packet arrivw, the hash value of its IPv6 address pair
will be calculated (in hard~vare) and be compared against
the pohcy cache like IPv4 packets. This approach is justi-
fied by the fact that the number of IPv6 addresses used is
much less than the number of possible hash values so that
the probability for a hashing collision to be exploited by
intruders is negligible. We are still investigating suitable
hashing algorithms for this purpose.

2.2.4 Traffic Monitoring Service

fific monitoring service monitors the headers of 1P pack-
ets contained in class B connections. When a packet in a
class B connection arrives from the untrusted WAN, traffic
monitoring service first checks ~vhetherthe sender spoofs an
internal address by compming the source 1P with a list of
internal 1P addresses/prefix~. This operation can be per-
formed fast using CAM. If the sender do= not claim to be
an internal host, the packet Tvillbe allowed to pass but the
fist t~vo cells that contain the TCP/IP header are dupli-
cated and fowarded to the trfic monitoring service. The
trfic monitoring service checks the packet headers against
the traffic monitoring rules (generally the same as the packet
faltering rules). When any attack attempt is detected, trfic
monitoring service \vill immediately react to the attack so
that the “reply” born the receiver \vill be blocked if there
is any. In addition, actions are taken to prevent the same
source from initiating further attacks (e.g., terminating the
connection and blacklisting the source).

Traffic monitoring service achieves almost the same level
of security as packet filtering service for TCP traffic as it
effectively blocks the 3-\vay handshake for mt ablishing un-
safe sessions. Suppose a foreign host sent a “dangerous”
SYN packet to an internal host, it \villbe passed because of
the “after-th~fact” nature of the traffic monitoring service.
Ho\vever, this service is guaranteed to block the ACK+SYN
packet sent from the internal host to prevent the TCP con-
nectionfrom being established. Additionally, the traffic
monitoring service \vill tear do~vn the connection to pre-
vent the foreign host from making further attacks. Ho\v-
ever, there is still tivo loopholw to be addressed. The first
loophole is the sequence number prediction attack [1]. By
predicting the sequence number of the SYN+ACK packet
sent from the internal host, the foreign host can forge the
final ACK packet in the 3-~vayhandshake ~vithout receiving
the SYN+ACK packet from the internal host. The forged
packet is sent along ~vith the SYN packet. If the prediction
turns out to be correct, the receiver ~vill assume that the
TCP connection is wtablished. This ACK packet may con-
tain a BSD ‘r” command that requests the deletion of some
files. Since such commands will only be honored if they are
sent from an internal host, the external host has to spoof
the address of the internal host. As has been explained,
traffic monitoring service effectively detect and block such
1P spoofing. The second loophole is SYNfioods, in ~vhichthe
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attack floods the victim host with SIW packets. However,
the trfic monitoring service will track down such atta&s
and tear down such half-open TCP connections by sending
the victim hosts RST packets.

Since UDP does not require the threeway handshake,
the traffic monitoring service can not guarantee the security
of UDP trtic inside Class B connections. Therefore, it is
safe to block dl UDP trtic inside Class B connections. This
can be performed very fast by cheWlng the protocol field of
the fist cell of a packet in hardware. In the same way, ICMP
packets can also be kicked out of Clws B connections.

In conclusion, trtic monitoring is almost as safe ~ packet
filtering for TCP trfic. Due to its after-thefact nature, it
does not incur any latency while packet fltering service does
when the packet size is small and its header missw the pol-
icy cache. Using the policy cache to boost the performance,
the throughput of traffic monitoring service is no less than
that of the packet filtering service. Therefore, trtic moni-
toring service at le~t doublw the throughput that is achiev-
able by packet filtering alone. Also, due to its after-th~fact
nature, there is no technical difficulty in employing many
such servers to perform tr~c monitoring service in para-
llel. (With packet filtering service, in order to preserve cell
order in an ATLI connection, parallel procwing may incur
significant. delay due to synchronization.)

2.2.5 Proxy Service

Proxy service servw as the proxy server for a number of
Internet protocols. A proxy server for a protocol acts as
the middleman between the cfient processm and the server
processm [2, 4]. It interprets every step of the cfient-server
interaction and blocks any unsafe steps. For example, an
proxy server for FTP protocol can be configured to allow
“get” and “mget”, but disdlow “put” and “input”, from
inside to outside (letting file in but not out). Unfike packet
filtering service which looks only at the header of the packet,
proxy service monitors the execution of the protocol and
filters at the application level [2, 4]. However, since proxy
service may need to look into the contents of a packet to
understand the protocol and requires SAR, it can only be
performed at the rate of a traditional fiewdl. Fortunately,
most protocols (includlng FTP) can be secured by stateful
packet-level fltering, protocol proxying can thus be used
sparingly.

Another use of proxy service is to “oversee” ISAKMP
(Internet Security Association Key Management Protocol)
[12]. ISAKklP is used to exchange nec~sary secutity as-
socz4tzon information between two communication partiw
such as encryption algorithms, keys, and inititization vec-
tors [10]. The security association will be used by ESP (IP
Encapsulating Security Payload) [8] to provide confidential-
ity and/or by AH (Authentication Header) [9] to provide
authentication. If two partiw intend to communicante with
each other using 1P security protocok, they will indicate
it in the signaling message. It can be arranged that the
first several packets which are used to exchange security as-
sociation information go through the proxy service. The
proxy service will oversee the protocol steps to make sure
that a did security association is successfully estab~ihed.
once the proxy service finds out that the security wsoci-
ation is successfully established, it can instruct the ATM
fire~dl to make a shortcut so that cells in that connection
will be passed without inspection. Afterwmds, the firewdl
keep monitoring (in hardware) the security association in-
dex field contained in the packet header. Once it indicates
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that the security msociation is terminated, the fiewall will
turn the connection back to the “proxying mode”.

2.2.6 firewall Management Sewice

Firewdl management service controls and manages other
security servicm in the ATM fiewdl and provid~ user-
Mlendly atilnistration tools to network managers. Three
tools allow network managers to perform operations such
as speci~lng or updating cdl screening rules, monitoring
abnormal user activities, and disabling connections that vi-
olate the security policy.

The firewdl management system logs two typ= of events
forwarded horn other security servic~. The fist type of
event is the violation of security policy. This includa un-
safe sigu~lng messagw detected by cdl screening service
and unsafe packets detected by packet filtering service, traf-
fic monitoring service and proxy service. Such information
will be used to analyze what type of intrusion is involved
in a violation instance. Security poticy may need to be up-
dated in response to the intrusions. The other type of event
is the profle information on each connection such as the
identiti~ of the communicating parties, start and end time
of the connection, and number of cells transported during
its fife cycle. With such information, an ATM firewdl can
have an expectation of access pattern from each source. This
expectation allows it to identi& abnormal activities from a
certain source such as unusually Iwge number of connec-
tion requwts within a certain time window, and unusually
large amount of data transported within a certain time in-
terd. As such abnormal activities may indicate intrusion
attempts, network managers shotid be brought to attention
when they are detected.

3 Physical Components of Our ATM firewall

In the previous section, we discussed the Iogicd design of
the .4TM fiewdl, which consists of five security services.
k this section, we prment the physical components of the
firewdl and show how the logical functions of three security
servicw are mapped to physical components.

)Tmsted
ATM
LAN

ATM Hrewall Switch

&a&
Rrewdl Proxy Traffic
Mmragement Sewer Monitoring

I Sewer Sewer
ATM Hrewall

(Untistd
ATh4
WAN

Figure 2: Physical Components of ATM Flrewall

Fig. 2 depicts the physical components of our ATM Fire-
wdl. It consists of an ATM firewall switch, a proq semer, a
trafic monitoring semer, and a firewall management sewer.
The proxy server, the trfic monitoring server and the fie-
wdl management server are attached to the ATM fiewdl
switch through high-speed links. The ATM firewdl switch
implements the call screening service and packet filtering
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service, which are discussed in the n~~t section. The proxy
server implements the proxy service and the trfic monitor-
ing server implements the trfic monitoring service. They
will be discussed in Section 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. The
firewdl management server implements the firewdl manage
ment service. It is a general-purpose workstation equipped
with firewdl management software, the design of which is
out of the scope of this paper.

4 ATM Rrewall Switch

The ATM fiewdl switch is the most complicated and im-
portant component in our ATM firewdl. As the design of
a firewtil switch is based on a standard switch, in the fol-
lowing, we first briefly present the Iogicd components in-
side a standard ATM switch. Then we show how they are
modified in an ATM fiewdl switch to perform the packet
faltering function and provide support to traffic monitoring
server and proxy server.

4.1 The Structure of a Standard ATM Switch

Soh

~
ATM Switch

Figure 3: Internal Structure of an ATM Switch[3]

A conceptual structure of a typical ATM switch is de
pitted in Fig. 3. An ATM switch consists of five functional
modulm, namely, input module (IM), output module (OM),
cell switching fabric (CSF), cdl admission control (CAC),
and system management (SM). Note that th~e are just log-
ical modulm, actual partitioning of functions varies from
implementation to implementation. For ewe of discussion,
we assume that SONET/SDH is used as the physical layer.

Ihf extracts cells from the SONET payload envelope, de
terminw the port or module each cell is datined for, and
appends an internal tag to each cell. Three typ~ of cells are
identified by ILf. They are user cells that carry user trfic,
signaling cells that carry signaling messagw, and OAM cells
that carry management information. For each user cell, IM
looks up its dwtined output port or ports (for multicast
trfic) from the routing table and writes this information
into the internal tags. For signaling cells and OAM cells,
the internal tags appended by IM indicate that they should
be forwarded to CAC and SM, respectively. Cell switching
fabric (CSF) routm the cells coming from IMs to their des-
tinations designated in the internal tags. CAC assemblm
the signaling cells into a signaling message, processes the
signaling mwsage, decida whether or not the cdl should be
accepted based on the availability of resourcw or other con-
siderations, and generates new signaling cells. SM processes
the OAhl cells, performs switch management functions, and
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generatw new OAM cells if necessary. User cells, new signa-
ling cells generated by CAC, and new OAM cells generated
by SM are forwarded to OM through CSF. OM processes
and removes the internal tags appended to the cells, and
puts the cells into the SONET payload envelopes for trans-
mission.

Compared to the organization of a standard switch shown
in Fig. 3, a firewdl switch makes modifications to dl five
functional modules while keeping its overall structure intact.
In the following, we explain the internal structur~ of these
modulw and show the modifications a firewdl switch makm
to each of them.

4.2 Input Module (IM)

The most important function that IM performs is to trans-
late the VPI/VCI of each incoming cell to determine its out-
put VPI/VCI/port. This is performed by a functionti block
called cell processing. As this block will be modified in a
fiewdl switch to add fiewdl functions, its internal struc-
ture is explained in detail. IM ~so performs other functions
such as cell delineation, SONET functions, and UPC/NPC;
however, they are not relevant to our fiewdl design and
hence =e outside the scope of this paper.

1
---------- ,, ---------- 1

1:;

DVPNC
Table

+
user

cells

Figure 4: Cell Processing in a Standard Switch[3]

Fig. 4 shows the internal structure of cell processing
block inside a standard switch. It consists of a signaling
cells filter block, a management cells filter block, a header
translation block, and a VP/VC table. Signaling cells fil-
ter and management cells filter remove signaling cells and
OAM cells from the cell stream and forward them to CAC
and SM, respectively. The rwt two blocks handle the pro-
cessing of user cells. Each entry in VP/VC table contains
at least following five fields (input VPI, input VCI, output
port, output VPI, output VCI). men a user cell arrives,
following three steps are performed by header translation
block:

1.

2.

3.

It looks up output VPI/VCI/port from the VP/VC
table using the input VPI/VCI as the key.

It updates the VPI/VCI in the cell with the output
VPI/VCI found in the VP/VC table.

It appends an internal tag to the cell indicating which
output port it should. be routed to, whether it is a
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multlcwt cell, and other fields used for internal house-
keeping.

I TCPflPSof[wweCh=k
A

1Poption chak

v

si~nafing managment TCPflP&press Chink 1
Ulls dells
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Figure 5: Cell Proc-sing in Our ATM Firewdl Switch

In a firewall switch, cell processing is modified to perform
firewdl functions, namely, distribution of traffic in different
connections to different ATM firewdl components based on
their FQoS vrduw, and filtering of the trtic inside class C
connections. Fig. 5 pr=ents the modified cell proc=sing
block. Compwed to its counterpart in a standard switch, it
has enhanced the VP/VC table and the header translation
block, and consists of three new fnnctiond blocks, namely,
a TCP/IP qress check (TEC) block, an IP option check
block, and a TCP/IP soflware check block.

The enhmced VP/VC table in a fiewdl switch will con-
tain a number of fiewdl-related fields including FQoS of a
connection, packet-level state information such as the deci-
sion on the current packet (pass, drop, or LCH), and cell-
level state information such as whether the fist or second
cell of a packet is expected. Enhanced hinder translation
(EHT) block in a firewall switch will use the VPI/VCI of the
incoming cell to look up the due of such fields, and perform
fiewall functions on CI=S B and C connections. With a class
B connection, EHT will instruct the Cell Swittilng Fabric
(CSF) to duplicate the first two celk of each packet inside
the connection to traffic monitoring server. The internal tag
will be extended to contain several fiewall-related fields (see
Appendix A), one of which is devoted for this purpose.

The major fiewall function that EHT performs is to fil-
ter the tr~c inside class C connections. In a class C con-
nection, when the first cell of a packet arrives at EHT, it
is forwarded to TCP/IP express check block, which decidw
whether the packet should be forwarded, dropped, or put
into LCH. In any circumstmces, the decision is sent back to
EHT immediately so that the cell will not be delayed. If the
decision is to pass (drop) the packet, dl cells of the packet
is passed (dropped]. If the decision is to put the packet
into LCH (due to pohcy cache miss or the existence of 1P
option field in the packet header), EHT will instruct OM
to keep the last cell of the packet ~ hostage findicate that
in the internal tag). All these operations are implemented
using simple combinatorial logic (see Appendm A) and can
be performed within leas than a cell time3.

3A cell time is around 800ns in an OC-12C line,
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TCP/IP express check (TEC) block employs StorageTek’s
pohcy cache scheme [11]. When the fist cell of a packet ar-
rives at the TEC, it is checked against the policy cache for a
match. If a match is found, the decision (forward or drop) is
forwarded to EHT. Otherwise, if the packet contains 1P op-
tion or the packet misses the poficy cache, TEC will instruct
the EHT to put the packet into LCH. In the meantime, the
cell(s) is forwarded either to 1P option check block or to
TCP/IP software check block. Once the decision whether
the packet should be passed or dropped is available from
either block, TEC will forward the decision to OM through
CSF. The detailed process is explained in Appendix A.

1P option check blo& processes packets with 1P option
fields. It *O employs StorageTek’s poficy cache to speed up
the titering procws. The detailed proc~ is tio explained
in Appendix A. TCP/IP software check block checks (in
software) the header of a packet to see whether the packet
is safe. This process is identicd to what happens in a tra-
dition fiewdl.

4.3 Output Module (OM)

In a standard switch, OM procwsm the internal tag of each
cell for housekeeping purposes and updatw output VPI/VCI
for multicast cells. OM *O contains a VP/VC table, which
contains fields for housekeeping information such as number
of cells transported in each connection and a field that stor~
output VPI/VCI for multicast connections.

In a tiewdl switch, OM is involved in implementing the
LCH scheme. When the LCH scheme needs to be appfied to
a packet, IM will indicate that in the internal tag and for-
ward the packet to OM. Decision on that packet will rdso be
forwarded to OM from TCP/IP express check block ~ soon
as it is available. The responsibility of OM is to keep the last
cell of the packet hostage until the decision on the packet
arrives. The detailed process is explained in Appendix B.

When the last cell of a packet is put into LCH and
buffered at OM, OM needs to make sure that the naxt packet
in the same connection should dso be buffered at OM in or-
der to preserve the cell order in an ATM connection. This is
accomplished through synchronization between IM and OM
using a field inside the internal tag, which is explained in d~
tail in AppendLx B. With such cells, OM needs to perform
a lookup in the VP/VC table using its input VPI/VCI w
the key, the cost of which is identicd to that of processing
a multicast cell. So we would like to minimize the number
of such cells. This is accomplished by “OMC~ clearance
protocol” as explained in Appendix B.

4.4 Call Admission Control (CAC)

CAC in a standard switch decida whether an incoming sig-
ntilng requ~t can be accommodated based on whether the
requested QoS (Qufllty of Service) can be satisfied without
compromising the QoS guarante~ given to existing connec-
tions.

,

b a fiewall switch, CAC implements the call screening !
service as discussed in Section 2.2.2. It compares the identi-
ties of the communicating partiw contained in the signaling
message with cdl screening rules to decide whether the con-
nection is allowed to be mtablished. If the connection is
allowed, CAC will set up an entry in VP/VC table for the
new connection and initiate the fiewall-related fields such
m FQoS. If the FQoS class of the new connection is C, CAC
will generate the packet filtering rules and send them to Ihl.
Similar actions are taken if the FQoS is B or D. CAC is
also equipped with fast cryptographic hardware to quickly
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authenticate the digital signature contained in the signrding
message.

Cdl screening process can be conducted in parallel with
normal cdl admission control proc~s and will not introduce
any extra delay.

4.5 System Management (SM)

In a standard switch, SM handles all the management plane
finctions including fault management, performance man-
agement, configurateion management, accounting manage
ment, security management, and trtic management [3]. In
a fiewdl switch, we need to add a management function
called fiewdl management in order to manage the firewdl
functions that need to be performed by the switch. It per-
forms following functions:

●

●

●

4.6

Maintaining fiewdl-related managed objects such as
cdl screening rules.

Executing the commands sent from fiewall manage
ment server such as updating cdl screening rulw.

h’monitoringthe performance of cdl screening service
and packet filtering service, such as the throughput of
filtering operation at each port.

CSF

CSF in a fiewdl switch needs to examine the T-MONITOR
bit (see Appendix A) in the internal tag and dup~cate a
copy of cells with this bit turned on to the trtic monitor-
ing server. This can be achieved with little modification no
matter what architecture (e.g., shared memory) CSF is built
upon.

5 Other Components of Our ATM Firewall

5.1 Traffic Monitoring Sewer

Trfic monitoring server is an ATM-attached workstation
equipped with policy cache hardware to perform header check-
ing at high speed. Its implementation is almost identicd to
the implementation of packet fltering service. Many servers
can run in parallel (each attached to the ATM tiewdl switch
through a separate port) to increase the monitoring through-
put as explained in Section 2.2.4.

5.2 Proxy Sewer

Proxy server is a traditional proxy fiewdl equipped with
ATA1 interface(s). When the ATM fiewall switch decides
that the FQoS of a new connection is D, it will set up two
connections, one between the source and proxy server, and
the other between proxy server and the destination. Two
connection are concatenated in such a way that each packet
received from one connection will be proxyed by the proxy
server and forwarded to the other if it is safe (blocked oth-
erwise).

6 Summary

A router-based packet-fltering firewdl is an effective way of
protecting an enterprise network from unauthorized access.
However, it will not work efficiently in an ATM network
because it requires the termination of end-to-end ATM con-
nections at a packet-filtering router, which incurs huge over-
head of reassembling and dissembhng packets. This paper
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offered a viable solution for high-speed packet-level filtering
in ATM networks. We designed an ATM firewdl whlcb is
novel in concept, high in performance, easy to manage, and
less restrictive in packet formats (allow 1P option fields).
Our ATM tiewall implements our novel concept of FQoS,
which can potentially increase the amount of traffic that an
ATM fiewtil can secure per unit time dramaticdly. We
dso introduced a “last cell hostage” (LCH) scheme to mini-
mize the delay incurred when the cell misses the poficy cache
and to enable the ATM firewdl process packets with 1P op-
tion. We presented an implement-ready hardware design
of the ATM firewdl to demonstrate the fewibility of these
schemw.

Appendix A. Detailed Design of Input Module (IM) in a
Firewall Switch

The enhanced VP/VC table in a firewdl switch includes a
number of fiewdl-relat ed fields to keep track of cell-level
and packet-level state information. FQoS indicatw the Fil-
tering Quality of Service (FQoS) of the connection. EXP-
1st and EXP-2nd remembers whether the first and the sec-
ond cell of the packet is =pected, respectively. DROP,
PASS, and LCH records the decision on the current packet.
SELNO records the serial number of the packet. The in-
ternal tag will be extended to contain a number of fiewall-
related fields (starts with T-). T-MONITOR denotes whether
the cell is among the fist two cells of a packet in a class
B connection. CSF will duplicate a copy of such cells to
the trfic monitoring server if this field is turned on. T-
SEL~O, T-LCH, T-OMCHK carries the value of SEL~O,
LCH, and OMCHK in VP/VC table to OM, respectively.

The flow diagram of the enhanced header translation
(EHT) is shown in Fig. 6. When a cell arrivw at this block,
its VPI/VCI is used as the key to query the VP/VC table
for the values of output VPI/VCI/port and firewdl-related
fields Ested above. Different actions are taken depending on
the FQoS of the connection (‘{Branch on FQoS”). If the cell
belongs to a class A or D connection, header processing is
performed in the same way m in a standard switch (“Normal
Internal Tagging and Processing” ). If the cell belongs to a
class B connection (“Class B ~tic?” ), the first two cells of
the packet should be duplicated to trfic monitoring server.
In the internal tags of the first two cells of a packet, the T-
MONITOR bits are turned on. CSF will duplicate the cells
with the T-MONITOR bit turned on to the trtic moni-
toring server. If the cell belongs to a class C connection, it
needs to be filtered by the fiewdl switch. If it is not the fist
cell of the packet (“LCH?”, “DROP?”, md ‘<PASS?”), the
decision on the current packet h= already been made and
it is carried out accordingly. Otherwise, it will be forwarded
to the TCP/IP express check block for the decision. When
the decision arrives, corresponding fields will be modified to
record the decision.

When a cell is passed horn the enhanced header process-
ing block to the TEC, it must be either the first cell or the
second cell of a packet. If it is the second cell, it must be
expected by the 1P option check block (explained imme&l-
ately below) and is forwarded to it accordingly. Otherwise,
(the cell is the first cell of a packet) TCP/IP express check
block checks whether the packet header contains 1P option
field. If the answer is yes, TCP/IP check will advise the
enhanced cell procmsing block to put the packet into LCH.
In the meantime, the cell will be forwarded to the 1P op-
tion check block and is btiered there. If the cell do= not
contain 1P option, TEC will try to match the packet header
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with the cached TCP/IP filtering rules. If there is a hit, the TCP header can be precalculated horn the 1P option size
decision, which is either DROP or PASS, is given back to field. When the second cell of a packet arrives, dl the nec-
the VPI/VCI instantly. If a cache miss happens, TCP/IP essary TCP/IP fields will be retrieved horn three two cells
check block will advise the enhanced cell procwsing block to match with the TCP/IP filtering rules in the policy cache.
to put the packet into LCH. In the meantime, the cell is If there is a hit, the decision is given back to TCP/IP w-
forwmded to the TCP/IP software check block for further prws check block immediately. Otherwise. the two cells will
inspection.

When the 1P Option Check block or TCP/IP Software
Check block has finished inspecting the packet header , it
will forward the decision to the TEC, and then to the en-
hanced cell procasing block. The enhanced cell procwsing
block will further forward the decision to OM to either drop
(if the decision is to drop) or forward (if the decision is to
PASS) the cell that has been put into LCH.

1P option check block works almost in the same way as
the TCP/IP expr~s check block except that it buffers the
fist cell of a packet that contains 1P option ~ the state
information. When the first cell arrives, the offset of the
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be handed over to TCP/IP s~ftware che&’ biock. When the
decision comes back from TCP/IP software check block, it
is in turn forwarded to the TEC. In addition, the decision
will be cached into the policy cache so that later packets
with similar header information may hit the cache.

Appendix B. Detailed Design of Output Module (OM) in
a Rrewall Switch

In a firewdl switch, OM is involved in implementing the
LCH scheme in the packet filtering service. When the LCH
scheme needs to be applied to a packet, IM will indicate it in
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the T-LCH field of the internal tag and forward the packet
to Ohl. Decision on that packet will dso be forwarded to
Ohl as soon as it is a~dable. The responsibility of OM
is to hold the last cell of such a packet until the decision
on the packet arrives. To accomplish this function, VP/VC
table will be enhanced to include two new fields. One is
LCH-Cell, which buffers the last cell of a LCH packet. The
other is SEL~O, ~~hlchstores the serial number of the last
decision received (PASS or DROP).

FoHowing proc~ses are involved in implementing the LCH
scheme. The fist process is invoked when the last cell of a
LCH packet mivw. The second process is invoked when
other packets that follow the LCH packet in the same con-
nection arrive. The third process is invoked when the deci-
sion on a LCH packet arriv=.

1. OM identifim the last cell of a LCH packet horn the
LCH bit in the internal tag and the PTI field in the
cell header. When such a cell is identified, OM till
check whether the decision on the packet has arrived
(SELNO = T-SEL~O?). If the decision is available,
the decision is applied to the cell.

2. While the decision on the LCH packet is pending,
packets that follow the LCH packet in the same con-
nection should dso be btiered in order to preserve the
cell order. This is taken care of by the T-OMCHK bit
in the internal tag of a cell. IM will turn T-OMCHK
bit on after a LCH packet occurs in the connection.
When Ohf detects such a cell, OM will check whether
there is a cell btiered in LCH-Cell. If there is not any,
the cells should be allowed to pass. Otherwise the cells
need to be queued up.

3. When the decision on a packet arrives, OM needs to
update the SEL~O field to the serial number con-
tained in the decision message. Also, packets con-
tained in the queue for that connection til now be
processed by OM.

The overhead of the first proc~s can be absorbed into
standard housekeeping process of OM. The overhead in-
curred by the second process is equitient to the proc~-
ing of multicast cells because both involve a VPI/VCI table
lookup. The thmd process can be accomplished efficiently
by ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit).

As each OMCHK cell results in ~ much overhead as a
multicast cell, it is desirable to make the number of such
cells as small as possible. The ided situation is that once
a queue for OMCHK cells in a VP/VC becom~ empty, the
OhlCHK bit is cleared in the corrwponding VP/VC entry in
lM. This is accomplished by OMCHK Clearance Protocol,
which is described in [18].
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